THE ETHICS OF NEWS PAYWALLS
SHOULD WE PAY FOR NEWS IN OUR
DIGITAL DEMOCRACY?
Everyone has experienced it. While
searching for information online you
finally come across a news headline that
looks like it will provide the exact
answers to the questions you’ve been
itching to know. Excitedly, you click on
the link and begin reading, but before
you can finish the first couple of lines –
Pop! – A paywall obstructs the rest of the
article and you are forced to either pay a
fee for full access or abandon the site and
continue your search elsewhere. Though
this encounter may seem only like a
trivial inconvenience, the ethics of news paywalls extends far past simple annoyances.
Around the early 1990s, owning a computer was becoming commonplace for many American households.
To keep up with the times, mass media outlets began creating websites where readers could now access
stories on the Internet in addition to traditionally printed newspapers. At first, these companies were just
happy to be part of the digital scene, but soon, profitability became an issue. Because information was
now available for free from the comfort of one’s own home, many consumers stopped going out to
purchase newspapers and consequently, news outlets saw huge declines in profits. Online forums such as
Craigslist also took a large bite out of the classified advertising revenues that traditionally supported
newspapers. To make up for such losses in print media, online news companies turned to digital
advertising. While this method worked for a while, the irritating experience of being bombarded by noisy
pop-ups led to the rise of users installing ad-blocking software which has “severely damaged the ability
of such news sites to make money from advertising” (Felle, 2016).
Due to the problems surrounding digital advertising, “publishers have embraced a ‘pivot to readers’ and
explored ways to generate more revenue from [the audience itself through] subscriptions and
memberships” – thus, the paywall was born (Bilton, 2018). In 1996, The Wall Street Journal was the first
to implement a “hard paywall,” which required readers to pay a subscription upfront or be blocked from
accessing articles completely (Simon & Graves, 2019). Since then, new “soft” paywall models have been
developed, such as the popular “metered paywall” where readers are given a limited number of free
articles per month before the user is required to purchase access to the newspaper’s content (Howard,
2018). Regardless of the type of paywall used, the result is the same: Readers must pay the news company
directly to receive access to information. According to Reuters Institute, now “more than two-thirds of
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leading newspapers (69%) across the E.U. and U.S. are operating some kind of online paywall, a trend that
has increased since 2017, especially in the U.S. where this has increased from 60% to 76%” (Simon &
Graves, 2019).
As intended, paywalls provide an opportunity for news outlets to turn a profit without relying on digital
advertising, which results in a number of advantages. Clearly, in an era where ad-blockers negatively
affect ad revenue, paywalls can help media producers survive in a free-market economy. This is especially
important for small-scale operations as ad revenue is typically concentrated among a few corporate giants
like Facebook and Google. Aside from simply breaking even, these profits can also allow businesses to
flourish, as extra money means better pay for working journalists and equipment upgrades which can
help create new and better content for consumers.
Furthermore, the paywall method has given media providers a new sense of independence. Because
sponsors want as many people to see their ad as possible, they tend to only purchase space on sites which
generate a lot of web traffic. In an effort to meet traffic quotas which will impress advertisers and gain
revenue for the business, some news outlets have downgraded their journalistic quality by promoting
sensationalized clickbait articles which promise to lure large audiences to their site. Implementing
paywalls and bypassing the intermediary of digital advertising altogether may reverse this trend. As Sara
Libby, managing editor of The Voice of San Diego, explains: “There is absolutely a freedom to cover the
kinds of stories we think are important because we’re not beholden to advertisers [or] tethered to page
views. Obviously, we want our work to reach as many people as possible, but we don’t feel pressure to
add a Justin Bieber headline just for the traffic” (Zara, 2013).
Despite the argument that paywalls produce better journalism, it has also been argued that they
contribute (perhaps indirectly) to the proliferation of misinformation online. Due to the advent of sites
like Facebook, Twitter, and various blogging platforms where anyone can be a content producer with
relative anonymity and ease, “free, less reliable news sources and aggregators can push articles… that go
viral in a matter of seconds whether they are completely true, properly researched, or not” (Concept47,
2019). This allows for fake news to be spread quickly and with little difficulty while real news is trapped
behind paywalls.
Though some have positioned this issue as a matter of personal choice which can easily be overcome by
consumers “ponying up” and “spending a few dimes” for access to real, high-quality news, the reality may
not be so simple (Farr, 2019). Studies have shown that “the people who pay for news in the U.S. are
wealthier and better educated than those who do not” (Masnick, 2019). Thus, “putting up a news paywall
can cause completely unacceptable asymmetries in the quality of news accessible to people with different
financial circumstances… [which goes] against every imaginable principle of democracy” (GiovannettiSingh, 2017). By hiding content behind a paywall, those who cannot afford to pay a subscription are
restricted from accessing information which may potentially affect their lives, leaving the already
disadvantaged in society even worse off as they are stuck with unreliable news sources as their only
sources. In this way, “the paywall is inherently in conflict with journalism’s primary goal: to educate and
inform the public about important issues” (Howard, 2018).
While paywalls have the potential to free news outlets from the tyranny of advertisers, thus keeping them
in business and safeguarding their journalistic integrity, this production of high-quality news may be
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ultimately useless if only a small percentage of society is privileged enough to access it. In the end, the
ethics of paywalls may come down to the difference between what is good for business and what is good
for society. As Mannal Babar (2019) poignantly questions, “We must ask ourselves as journalists and
content creators whether financial solvency is more important than the truth we are pursuing… But is
there a future for journalism that doesn’t come at the expense of public information and news?”

Discussion Questions:
1. What are the ethical issues involved with news paywalls? What central values are in conflict or at
stake?
2. What are the best arguments for and against news paywalls? Which one do you find more
compelling, and why?
3. Are news outlets primarily businesses or public services? Who should support news
organizations, especially in the chaotic online environment?
4. Is there a creative solution to ensuring journalists are paid and news companies stay afloat that
does not rely on the sensationalism of advertising or neglecting the information needs of the
economically disadvantaged?
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